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DIGEST:

1. Compelling reason to cancel invitation
exists, when award under inadequate and
ambiguous specifications of invitation
would not satisfy Government'a actual
minimum needs.

2. Solicitation's terms mu,, be se:ated
clearly and precisely so that bidders
can know what Gcavernment'nctually re-
quires and can compete on equal basis.

3. When specifications are susceptible of
two or more reasonable interpretations,
they are ambiguous.

Kemp Indbstries, Inc. (Kemp/, protests the cancella-
tion of invitation for bids (IFr; DAAAO9-78-B-6131, issued
by the United States Army Armament Materiel Readiness
Command (ARRCOM), Rock Island, IllJnois.

The IFB was issued on November 2!,197,, for 97
hydaiulic power pack ahssemblies to be used with the1M109
howitzer. A major compjonient of thsqpower packs assembly was
a motor assembly (P/N 7973696).* Through the Army intended to
require tie motor assembly to be manufactured by A. 0. Smith
Corporation (Smith) or Chrysler Corporation (Chrysler), the
IrB failed to expressly state this intent.

Seven bids were opened on Decemhber 27, 1977. The
apparent low bidder, U. B. Corporation, was asked to
verify its bid because of the substantial difference
between its price and the prices of the other lo; bidders.
When U. B. Corporation discovered that the motor it had
used in its hid was no longer manufactured by Smith but
wag manufactured by Chrysler for twice the Smaith price,
U. B. Corporation requested permission to 4.tthdraw its
bid on January 5. Permission was granted on February 17.
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As a result of U. B. Corporatin: s bid withdrawal,
Kemp became the low bidder. A preaward survey, completed
March 20, indicated that Kemp intended to obtain motor
assembly P/N 7973696 from Bogue Electric Manufacturing
Company (Bogue). Upon learning that Kemp planned to
use a Bugue motor, the Artillecy/Energjetic Materials
Division (DRSAR-LEM) advised that Kemp not be awarded
the contract. DRSAR-LEM ac advised because the Bogue
motor does not have spare parts interchangeable with
the Smith motor and because the A:.ny's repair manuals
correspond to the Smith (not the Boque) motor. Conse-
quently, the Bogue motor is not supportable through the
Army supply system. Additionally, DRSAR-LEM stated that
motor assembly P/0 7973696 is a sole-source Smith motor.

ThevArmy contends that it intended to solicit and
its minimum needs require the procurement of the Smith
motor. In support of this contention, the Army cites
several features of the IFB. The IFS incorporates a
technical data package of 168 microfiche cards. Two
of these cards relate to the motor assembly. Drawings
on the cards show the front and side views of an elec-
tric motor. The drawings 'indicate that the item shown
corresponds to a motor made by Smith. Additionally,
one drawing displays a'spare parts tabulation box with
part numbers which correspond to the numbers of Smith
motor parts. Furthermore, drawing notes reference a
number for Smith brushes 'and metal finishes. The Army
states that its repeated references to Smith parts evi-
dence its intent to procure the Smith motor; addition-
ally, that its inclusion of the sDare parts tabulation
box indicates its intent not to procure rpare parts.
Thus, the Army expected bidders to inferthat its needs
could be fulfilled only through purchcsc"f'of the Smith
motor as that was the only motor supportable with spare
parts already rn hand.

Kemp contends that because Smith has not manufactured
the P/N 7973696 motor for several years, it believes that
the IFB references to the Smith rotor are inapplicable.
It states that the Bogue motor satisfies all applicable
drawing and specification requirements as drawing 7973696
merely indicates that the Smith motor corresponds to the
item depicted. The drawing does not require a bidder to
use the Smith motor. for identical reasons, Kemp believes
the spare parts tabulation box is inapplicable. Finally,
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Kemp states that it planned to use the Rogue motor
because it believed that the Army had used this motor
with earlier simildr procurements.

When the Army learned that its specifications
were capable of several interpretations and that only
one interpretation would satisfy its actual needs, it
moved to cancel the IFS. On June 23, the Army made
the determination to cancel the IFB. This determina-
tion was based on the conclusion that its specifica-
tions were ambiguous.

Kemp protests the cancellation of Lhf IFB, Essen-
tially+ it rrises three issues. _irst, re~mp states
that identical or similar specifications 'were used by
the Army in the past and that to stop usi\,'g these
specifications at this point discriminate' against Kemp.
Sedehd, Kemp states that the specifications are not
ambiguous or inadequate; therefore, cancellation of
the IFS is improper, Third, Kemp contends that can-
ct-ilation of the IFB after bid opening violates the
integrity of the competitive bid system through the
unnecessary exposure of bid prices

Once an agency discovers that its lspedifications
are so inad4tiate'as to assure that an award under the
specifications wouild not satisfy its actual nedds, that
agency should cahcel the IFB and resolicit the procure-
ment. nomiiiibn Engineerinq Works, Ltd.. et :al., 8-18654.,
October8, 19T76, 7672 CPD 324. The Government is not
required to perpetuite deficient specifications nor to
purchase $tems whih~ldo not fulfill its minimum needs.
The Army staves thattdue to itvf intent to use spare
parts and repair maniuals on hand in its sUpply system,
its minimum need is the Smith/Chrysler motor. We have
no basis bn the record to question this position.
Furtherzmore, the Army is revising its IFS and technical
drawings for the resolicitation of hydraulic power pack
assemblies to indicate clearly its need for the Smith/
Chrysler motor.

The Army has not discriminated against Kemp.
Instead, it appears that, because Kemp interpreted the
specifications to permit use of the Bogue motor, Kemp
acquired an unfair advantage over other bidders who
interpreted the specifications to require use of the
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more expensive Chrysler motor. The terms of a solic-
itation must be stated clearly and precisely so that
bidders can know what is required and can compete on
an equal basis. Boston Pneumatics, Inc., 8-180798,
November 14, 1974, 74-2 CPD 260. Here, the bidders
were not informed of the actual needs of the Army and,
thus, were bidding on their varying interpretations of
those needs. To permit an award under this IFB to Kemp
would discriminate against all other biddeas.

Kemp refers to the Army's use of Bogus motors on
similar contracts. This particular aoll.:itation called
for an M109 howitzer end use. 'As early as September 9.
1976, a Government Control Configuration Board decided
that Bogue motors are not acceptable for 1109 howitzer
end use. They are acceptable, however, for M109AlB how-
itzer end use. Further, the Project Engineer M109 Series
Howitzer has stated NThe Bogue motor was never authorized
for M109 series howitzers.' Therefore, if any Bogue
motors were accepted for M109 howitzer end use, it would
have been in error. An improper acceptance in the past
would not justify a repetition of the same error. Acme
Paper & SuJiplb Co., Inc. et al., B-187439, January 19,
1977, 77-1 CPD 38.

Though Kemp argues that the specifications are not
inadequate or ambiguous, we believe that they are both.
Specifications are inadequate when they do not state the
Govz-rnment's minimum needs, they are ambiguous when they
are susceptible ,of two or more reaso6nble interpretations.
Dittmore-Freimuth Corporation v. United States, 182 Ct.
Cl. 507, 390 F.2d 664 (1968). The Armed Services Pro-
curement Regulaticonprovides for the rejection of all
bids and the cancellation of theIFB when there is a com-
pelling reason and when the specifications are inadequate
or ambiguous. ASPR S 2-404.1(a) and (b)(i) (1976 ed.).
It has bean held that a comapelling reason to resolicit a
procurement exists when an award under the flawed 'Speci-
fications would not result in satisfaction of the Govern-
ment's actual needs. Allied Contractors, Inc., B-lP6114,
July 19, 1976, 76-2 CPD 55.

It is unfortunate that the Army's requirements were
not described properly in the first instance and thatthe
exposure of bid prices resulted from this mistake. How-
cver, in a situation like this, where The specifications
are so inadequate and ambiguous that an award under them
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will not satisfy the Government's actual needs and
where bidders reasonably interpret the specifications
in different ways, preservation of the integrity of the
competitive bid system requires cancellation of the IiSB.

Accordingly, the protest is denied.

Deputy Comptroller General
of the United States
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